1. transcendence
   one
   immanence
   many
2. self
   identity
   all-in-all
3. two-in-one
   union
   intersection
   cosmic play
4. being
   becoming
   substance
   embodiment
5. consciousness
   creativity
   intensity
   life
6. bliss
   realisation
   individuality
   soul
13. moon
   entering
   Inner World

14. star
   heroism
   Great dreams
   hope

15. comet
   pilgrimage
   eternal return
   Other Earths

16. mercury
   obedience
   Inner Programming
   awakening

17. venus
   call
   dawn
   Grace

18. earth
   building
   Kingdom
   throne
37 capricorn
adoration
vision
ecstasy
potency

38 fire
plasticity
inspiration

39 flame
enthusiasm
aspiration
dynamism

40 vitality
initiative
action
health

41 heart
inclusion
attraction
simplicity

42 word
evocation
authority
blessing